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1 Introduction

The study of gamma-ray line emission from the decay of 56Ni and 56Co has been identified
by the Advanced Compton Telescope (ACT) Science team as a principal science driver for
an ACT mission. To assist the Instrument team in determination of the required instrument
capabilities, we have compiled this report that investigates the abilities of hypothetical ACT
instruments to detect and discriminate among various SN Ia models. While there are several
other science objectives that will require additional instrument capabilities, we concentrate
here on the nickel decay chain in SNe Ia.

This report consists of four parts. First, we discuss the increasing level of understanding
that exists for SNe Ia due to ongoing optical studies. Second, we validate the simulations used
in this investigation through comparison with other simulations of the same SN Ia models.
Third, we investigate how well three SN Ia models (representing three different explosion
scenarios) can be distinguished from each other by hypothetical instruments obtaining a
sequence of gamma-ray spectra. Here we focus entirely on spherically symmetric model
calculations (so-called 1D models.) For these comparisons, we assume standard distances of
20 and 40 Mpc. We perform these comparisons as a function of instrumental narrow-line
sensitivity and energy resolution. Fourth, we combine the significances of detection and
discrimination with SN rates to estimate the rates at which these two levels of science could
be performed with a wide field-of-view ACT.

2 Optical and Gamma-Ray Studies of Explosion Sce-

narios

Over the last 110 years, nearby SNe Ia have been studied optically through the acquisition of
both spectra and photometry. The pace of observations increased dramatically over the last
25 years, especially recently as the luminosity-width relation allowed SNe Ia to be used as
accurate cosmological distance indicators (Hamuy et al. 1996; Reiss, Press, & Kirschner 1996;
Pinto & Eastman 2000). This is possible despite uncertainties as to the exact progenitor(s) of
these events. Although a range of progenitors have been suggested, three dominant scenarios
have emerged: 1) a single CO white dwarf that accretes mass from a donor star until it
(nearly) reaches the Chandrasekhar mass (CM) and suffers a thermonuclear runaway, 2) two
smaller CO white dwarfs merge to form a single CO white dwarf of the Chandrasekhar mass
and surrounded by an envelope (MERG). This merger also leads to a central thermonuclear
runaway, 3) a single, low-mass CO white dwarf that accretes mass to form a thick helium
shell that suffers helium ignition at its base, thus triggering a thermonuclear runaway in
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the CO white dwarf (SC). Within the first scenario, it has been suggested that the burning
front proceeds entirely sub-sonically as a deflagration (DEFL), or alternatively, that it later
accelerates to produce a detonation (DD) in the outer, near-surface layers of the exploding
white dwarf (referred to as a delayed detonation).1 See Livio (2000) for a discussion of SN
Ia progenitors.

It has long been recognized that the distinct differences between the Chandrasekhar mass
explosions (that produce more total 56Ni, but bury it under a significant amount of more
slowly expanding mass) and sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions (that burn a large fraction
of their total mass to 56Ni but produce lower yields than the equivalent CM explosion) would
lead to differences in the gamma-ray line flux light curves from a SN Ia (Clayton, Colgate
& Fishman 1969; Arnett 1979; Woosley, Axelrod & Weaver 1981; Gehrels, Leventhal &
MacCallum 1987; Woosley, Taam & Weaver 1986; and Ambwani & Sutherland 1988 are
all early papers pointing out the utility of gamma-ray studies.) More subtly, it was also
recognized that within the Chandrasekhar mass explosion scenarios, the near-surface 56Ni
produced in the delayed detonation would also lead to differences in the light curves (Höflich,
Wheeler & Khokhlov 1998). Simulated spectra from representative models suggested that
there would also be distinguishing features in the spectra that would enhance the ability
to discriminate between explosion scenarios. There has not been as much effort simulating
merger scenarios as there has been in the other explosion scenarios, but indications are that
their gamma-ray spectra are intermediate between sub-Chandrasekhar mass models and
Chandrasekhar mass models. In this work, we concentrate upon SC versus CM models, and
DEFL versus DD burning propagation.

The CGRO/OSSE and CGRO/COMPTEL instruments considered detection of this emis-
sion, and the discrimination between SN explosion scenarios as two of the primary goals of
the CGRO mission. However, the two nearby SNe Ia that were observed with CGRO, SNe
1991T and 1998bu, were not close enough to allow conclusive discrimination between any
of these three dominant explosion scenarios, and certainly not within the Chandrasekhar
mass scenario (Lichti et al. 1994; Leising et al. 1995, Morris et al. 1997, Leising at el.
1999, Georgii et al. 2002). During the 1990’s many SNe Ia were observed optically, and
the dominant explosion scenarios were simulated with radiation transport codes. It is the
concensus (although not universally accepted), that the sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions
produce optical spectra that do not match well the observations. Often, authors summarize
sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions as being inconsistent with normal SNe Ia, but perhaps
able to explain some fraction of the peculiar events. This stance is perhaps too charitable,
as the spectra predicted for these events have never been detected from an observed SN Ia.
Current papers that investigate the optical emission from individual SNe Ia report features
that tend to favor delayed detonations over deflagrations (e.g. Rudy et al. 2002, Benetti et
al. 2004).

In light of the advances in understanding SNe Ia explosion scenarios over the last decade,
we feel that it is prudent to break down our goal into two parts. The first goal is to be able
to discriminate between a deflagration and a delayed detonation for at least a few events
in the mission. We feel that to achieve that rate, we must be able to discriminate between

1The abbreviations used here are not necessarily standard. Occasionally, the merger scenario is abbrevi-
ated as “DD” to denote “double degenerate”.
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these two scenarios out to 20 Mpc. That will be the distance we adopt for those compar-
isons. The second goal is to be able to discriminate between a sub-Chandrasekhar mass
explosion and a Chandrasekhar mass explosion for many events per year. After observing
50 or more SNe Ia, it would be possible to make strong statements about the frequency of
sub-Chandrasekhar events (even if we simply place an upper limit on SC events). We chose
40 Mpc as the distance to which this discrimination is required. We select three models
for this investigation; a Chandrasekhar mass deflagration (W7, Nomoto, Theilemann, Yokoi
1984), a delayed detonation (DD202C, Höflich et al. 1998), and a sub-Chandrasekhar mass
explosion (HED8, Höflich & Khokhlov 1996).

3 Comparison with other Simulations

Four SNe Ia have been observed with gamma-ray instruments: SN 1986G (Matz & Share
1990); SN 1991T (Lichti et al. 1994, Leising et al. 1995, Morris et al. 1997); SN 1998bu
(Leising 1999, Georgii et al. 2000) and 2003gs (not yet published). Although none of these
observations have produced an unambiguous detection of line emission, a number of groups
have performed simulations to compare against this data (or in anticipation of data from
a very nearby SN Ia). Comparing the simulations of different groups revealed that for a
number of examples, very similar models produced very different simulations. In fact, in
some cases, the differences between two simulations of the same model exceeded differences
between two explosion scenarios by the same code. This problem was addressed by collecting
seven groups currently active in gamma-ray line simulations, and having each group perform
simulations upon the same three SN models (W7, DD202C, HED6). As reported in Milne
et al. 2004, it has been shown that current codes yield similar results, and that previous
differences were due to errors in some of the earlier versions of those codes.

The simulations used in this investigation were performed with a code written by Lihsin
The and modified by Juan Lara. This code was based upon The et al. 1990. We validate
this code by comparing line profiles for the models W7, DD202C and HED6 at 15, 25 and
50 days (Figure 1). It is clear from the figure that this code agrees with the other codes, and
that the remaining differences between codes are much less than the differences between SN
models. Stated differently, the choice of Monte Carlo code would not confuse which model
were the best explanation for observed data.

We use HED8 in our study rather than HED6, due to the larger 56Ni production in HED8.
By doing this, we compare three models that are more likely to represent normally-luminous
SNe Ia.

4 Sensitivity versus Energy Resolution

We have generated spectra for W7, DD202c and HED8 at 10,15,20,25,30,40,50, 60,70,80,90,
100,150,200 days. Two spectra have been generated for each model/epoch, one for the
812/847 keV complex, and a second for the 1238 keV line. (The lower energy continuum
should not be ignored as a diagnostic and will be discussed elsewhere.) These spectra have
then been rebinned to 1 keV bins. Three and five keV (respectively) smoothing has been
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Figure 1: Line profiles of DD202C, W7 and HED6 at 15, 25, and 50 days. The simulations
used in this work are plotted with filled circles. The other simulations are identified in Milne
et al. 2004.

employed to obtain 1 keV bins from spectra that were binned with 0.9 - 3.0 keV resolution.
Note this is not very restrictive, as most SN Ia line features have intrinsic widths of 3–
5%. The spectra have then been interpolated in time to produce spectra at 5 day intervals
from 15-200 days. Difference spectra have then been generated by subtracting W7 from
DD202C and W7 from HED8. Sensitivities reported as 3σ for a 1000 ksec exposure have
been scaled to 5 day observations with 30% live time. The total discrimination is based
upon summing in quadrature the significances of the detection of all 5 day difference spectra.
In this way, we use essentially all the information that would be available from extensive
ACT SN Ia observations, without actually simulating all observations. We are assuming
extensive coverage of each event, which would be possible for many SNe only with a wide-
field instrument.

We have employed two different techniques to apply instrument energy resolution into
the difference spectra. The first technique rebins the 1 keV binning to the stated energy
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Figure 2: Contours of discrimination between DD202C and W7 for the models at 20 Mpc.
In the upper panel, discrimination does not assume that the distance is known. In the
lower panel, discrimination assumes that the distance is known. The solid contours used
the smoothing technique. The instrument sensitivity is defined as that for lines that have
intrinsic width of 3%. 5



resolution. For example, if the energy resolution is 10 keV, the first ten bins of the 1 keV-
binned spectra become the first bin of the new spectra, the second ten bins become the second
bin, etc.. The sensitivity of the instrument to each new bin is then the stated narrow line
sensitivity. This technique is crude, but straight-forward. The second technique convolves
the 1 keV spectra with a Gaussian, where the Gaussian FWHM is the stated instrumental
energy resolution. The new spectra for this technique are still binned in 1 keV bins. The
sensitivity of the instrument to each bin is then defined as the value necessary to produce the
stated narrow line sensitivity. This technique produces smoother contours, as the smoothing
removes structure.

Although the luminosity-width relation assigns a peak absolute magnitude to a SN based
upon the peak width, there exists scatter about that relation. Indeed, the distances to the
host galaxies of nearby SNe Ia exhibit differences between the techniques used to determine
the distance. Two examples of this are the host galaxies of the SNe 1991T and 1998bu, NGC
4527 and M96. Depending upon whether Cepheids were used, which Cepheids were used,
or if a different technique were used (such as surface brightness fluctuations or planetary
nebulae luminosity functions), different distances were derived. The distance estimates to
NGC 4527 range from 11.3 - 14 Mpc in recent studies (Richtler et al. 2001; Gibson &
Stetson 2001; Saha et al. 2001). The distance estimates to M96 range from 9.6 - 11.3 Mpc
(Feldmeier et al. 1997; Gibson & Stetson 2001; Gibson et al. 2000; Hjorth & Tanvir 1997).
Larger distances (short of the Hubble flow) are even more uncertain. Thus, though we set
as a criterion the ability to distinguish W7 from DD202C at 20 Mpc, we must treat the
circumstance where we do not know that the SN occurs at 20 Mpc. We accomplish this
by placing DD202C at 20 Mpc and W7 at a different distance, selecting the distance that
produces the least-squares difference between spectra.2

We show in Figure 2 contours of discrimination between W7 and DD202C at 20 Mpc, first
assuming that the distance is not known, then assuming that it is known. For both figures,
the smoothing technique is shown with solid contours. We have included figures with the
binning technique on the website. For the unknown distance case, 5σ discrimination requires
a sensitivity to lines of intrinsic width 3% of 3-4 x 10−7 phot cm−2 s−1 (3σ, 106sec). The
turn down at the best energy resolution is artificial. With unknown distances we are trying
to detect the different structures in the lines so resolution does matter. At known distance
we are simply trying to detect the overall difference in fluxes in the 4% wide features, so
finer resolution offers no advantage. In the actual future observations we will want to not
only test models, but to measure what is the structure in the lines.

The apparent advantage of high-resolution instruments is partly because we quote broad
(here the arbitrarily chosen 3%) line sensitivity. Instruments with energy resolution signif-
icantly better than that would need correspondingly better narrow line sensitivity. If we
quote sensitivity in terms of narrow lines, the optimum instrument for a given narrow line
sensitivity has energy resolution of about 1% for this problem. We assume a continuum
background dominated instrument. Therefore the line sensitivity of an instrument degrades
for lines of intrinsic width greater than the instrument resolution. For illustration, in Fig-

2It is worth noting that the best fit distance factor would place W7 at 18 Mpc for DD202C at 20 Mpc,
which is well within typical distance uncertainties. If HED8 were at 20 Mpc, the best-fit distance factor
leads to W7 being at 25.6 Mpc, which is at the extreme of the extrapolation of ranges possible for NGC
4527 and M96.
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ure 3, we show the significance of detection of an 847 keV line with INTEGRAL/SPI as a
function of intrinsic line width (as obtained from the INTEGRAL OTE). The line shape is
a Gaussian, and it is clear that the sensitivity degrades as the square-root of the line width.
This effect is present in Figures 2. We had speculated that relatively sharp differences in
the spectra would lead to a high-resolution instrument performing significantly better than
a medium-resolution instrument. It is now clear that excellent sensitivity for roughly 1%
wide lines is what is needed for this particular application.

Figure 3: The sensitivity of the INTEGRAL/SPI intrument to an 847 keV line. The sen-
sitivity is plotted as a function of the line width. The values obtained from the OTE are
plotted with stars, a one-over-squareroot curve is fitted to the data with a solid line.

The HED8 - W7 comparisons (Figure 5) do not follow Figure 2 exactly. HED8 differs
significantly both in line shape and total flux from W7, leading to better discrimination
between models, whether the distance is known or not. The differences in the spectra
are broader than in the first example. Sensitivity to lines of a few percent width is most
important.

5 Rates of Detection and Discrimination

The previous section concentrated upon the sensitivity and energy resolution required to
perform detailed comparisons between explosion scenarios at 20 and 40 Mpc. It is also
important to estimate the rates at which various levels of scientific investigations could be
performed with an ACT. We treat separately the detection of various SN models and then
the discrimination between these models. There are three components to these estimates; 1)
the instrument’s ability to detect emission from a SN at a given distance, 2) the SN Ia rate,
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Figure 4: Difference spectra of DD202C minus W7 at 15, 25,50, and 100 days. The spectra
are shown at 2 keV resolution. DD202C is shown with a dot-dashed line, W7 with a dashed
line. The difference spectra are shown with a solid line, and have been re-normalized to
account for unknown distance to the SN.
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Figure 5: Contours of discrimination between HED8 and W7 for the models at 40 Mpc. The
upper panel does not assume that the distance is known, so the spectra can be rescaled. In
the lower panel,we assume that the distance is known. The solid contours used the smoothing
technique.
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3) the instrument’s spatial and temporal sky coverage. Each component will be discussed
separately.

5.1 Sensitivity

This report shows our first efforts to use spectral differences to study SNe Ia, but we have
performed two previous comparisons based upon the total line flux light curves (Milne,
Kroeger & The 2000, Milne et al. 2002, see astro-ph: 0012078 & 0110346). At this time,
we do not have spectral sequences for every model that we would like to compare, so we
will use the line flux light curves as used in our previous works. In Figure 6, we show the
line flux light curves from the The code (the red dot-dashed, lines are the 812 keV and 847
keV components, the green dashed lines are the sum of 812 + 847), compared with the light
curves obtained by summing the spectra (solid, black lines). For all four models tested, the
light curves are very similar between the two codes. Thus, we expect that differences between
the significance of discrimination will be due to spectral differences, and not to differences
between the codes.

Based solely on the line flux, DD202C can be distinguished from W7 at the 2.4σ level at 20
Mpc if the distance is unknown, and at the 37σ level if the distance is known (if we make the
same assumptions for the sensitivity, FoV and on-source, live time as those made in Section
3). Likewise, for HED8 versus W7, if the distance is unknown, the line flux discrimination
is 7σ; if the distance is known, 8σ. These values can be compared with the poor energy
resolution extreme of the spectral comparisons shown in Figures 2 -5. Only the DD202C
versus W7 at unknown distance (Fig. 2) result exhibits an appreciable difference, but that
difference is rather significant. Understanding that our future, spectral comparisons might
differ somewhat from the line flux comparisons we perform all comparisons with the line flux
light curves and assume that the instrument has a sensitivity of 3 x 10−7 photons cm−2 s−1

(106s, 3σ) to both the 812/847 keV complex and the 1238 keV line.

5.2 SN Ia Rate

The SN rate we use is 100 SNe Ia per year within 100 Mpc. Within this volume, the SNe
are uniformly distributed. The derivation of this rate is explained in Milne et al. (2000).
Not all SNe Ia are the same brightness (indeed, this is the basis for the luminosity-width
relation). We break down SN Ia events into three sub-classes; normally-luminous (N), super-
luminous (SP), and sub-luminous (sb), coparing a different set of models for each sub-class.
The models are summarized in Table 1. Li et al. (2000) assert that roughly 60% of SNe
Ia are considered normally-luminous, 20% sub-luminous and 20% super-luminous. Thus, we
assume a SN rate of N:SP:sb of 60:20:20 SNe per year within 100 Mpc.

5.3 Spatial and Temporal Attributes

The technology that will be employed for the ACT is far from decided. However, it is
informative to explore the effect of FoV upon the detection rate. We select two hypothetical
instruments, ACT60 and ACT120. Both instruments have 3 x 10−7 phot cm−2 s−1 (106s, 3σ)
sensitivity, and 90% live-time. Also, both operate in an equatorial orbit, following zero DEC
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Figure 6: Total line fluxes for the 812 and 847 keV line complex for the SN Ia models, W7,
DD202C, HED8 & HED6, in units of 10−5 cm−2 s−1. The individual line fluxes derived from
the The, line flux code are shown as red, dot-dashed lines, the sum of the two with green
dashed lines. The sum of the spectra from the spectral code are shown as solid black lines.
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Table 1: SN Ia model parameters.

Model Mode of M? MNi Ekin Ref.a

Name Explosion [M�] [M�]
W7 deflagration 1.37 0.58 1.24 1,5
HED8 He-det. 0.96 0.51 1.00 5
DD202C delayed det. 1.40 0.72 1.33 2
DD23C delayed det. 1.34 0.60 1.17 2
W7DT late det. 1.37 0.76 1.61 3
HECD He-det. 1.07 0.72 1.35 6
PDD54 pul.del.det. 1.40 0.17 1.02 4
HED6 He-det. 0.77 0.26 0.74 5
a REFERENCES.-(1)Nomoto, Theilemann, Yokoi 1984; (2) Hőflich et al. 1998;
(3) Yamaoka et al. 1992; (4) Hőflich, Khokhlov, & Wheeler 1995,
(5) Hőflich & Khokhlov 1996, (6) Kumagai 1997,

in zenith-pointed survey mode. ACT60 has a 60◦ x 60◦ FoV, ACT120 has a 120◦ x 1200◦ FoV.
As a result of the live time fraction times the on-source fraction, the ACT60 accumulation
fraction is 0.15, while the ACT120 accumulation fraction is 0.30. Further, ACT60 only
samples 51% of the sky, while ACT120 samples 87% of the sky (i.e., the celestial poles
are not observed). These modes of operation are chosen simply to permit us to generate
estimated rates, but they are probably very nearly the best we could expect from an ACT.

5.4 Tables of Rates

Simple detection of SNe Ia lines by the ACT will allow studies of variations among them and
of their statistics. Table 2 shows the distances to which the SN models would be detected
by ACT60 and ACT120, as well as the expected rates of detection. The normally-luminous,
Chandrasekhar-mass models could be detected beyond 100 Mpc, resulting in nearly 100
detections per year for the wider-FoV ACT, 30 per year for the narrower-FoV ACT. The
super-luminous models could be detected to even greater distances, but the lower sub-class
frequency leads to fewer detections per year. The sub-luminous sub-class is more difficult to
detect, barring the unlikely situation that sub-Chandra explosions explain all sub-luminous
events. For total rates of 150+ SNe Ia, combined with a multi-year mission, an ACT would
rapidly accumulate enough detections to permit studies of the SN Ia rate as a function of
host galaxy type and location in the host galaxy. As these detections will not suffer from
the Shaw effect (where SNe are not discovered in the inner regions of galactic buldges), the
ACT will provide an empirical correction for optically-derived SN rates.

The more ambitious science that can be achieved with an ACT is the discrimination be-
tween SN explosion models. Table 3 shows the rates per year at which we estimate being able
to distinguish between selected models. Discrimination between sub-Chandrasekhar mass
models and Chandrasekhar mass models will be possible to larger distances than will discrim-
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Table 2: Maximum detectable distance and rates for various SN Ia models.a,b

Model ACT60 ACT120
Name Distance [Mpc] Rate [SNe/yr] Distance [Mpc] Rate [SNe/yr]
Normal
W7 100 31 120 90
HED8 105 35 124 100
DD202C 111 42 132 121
DD23C 98 29 117 83
Super-lum
W7DT 121 18 144 52
HECD 118 17 140 48
Sub-lum
PDD54 53 1.6 63 4.4
HED6 73 3.9 86 11

a Detections are at the 5σ level.
b Based on gamma-ray line fluxes shown in Figure 6.

ination between deflagration and delayed detonation models within the Chandrasekhar mass
scenario. For the normally-luminous sub-class, HED8 will be distinguishable from W7 or
DD202C for many SNe Ia per year. W7 versus DD202C discrimination is much more subtle,
but over a multi-year mission, we ought to be able to observe a few SNe close enough to per-
mit that level of discrimination independent of whether the distance is known. In addition,
when accurate distances are measured for the host galaxies of the nearest normally-luminous
SNe Ia, we ought to be able to determine whether deflagrations or delayed detonations are
the likeliest to be the dominant explosion scenario.

The super-luminous models should be detectable to very large distances, but the simi-
larities between these two models (both of which burn a large fraction of their total mass
to 56Ni) mean that they will not be distinguishable to comparatively large distances. But
again, with a multi-year mission, enough nearby super-luminous SNe should occur to allow
a reasonable sampling. Sub-luminous SNe Ia will be easily distinguished, but if the low 56Ni
yield, Chandrasekhar mass models are the explanation, there will be few detections.

The wider FoV of the ACT120 enhances the detection/discrimination rates both by
sampling a larger fraction of the sky and by observing each SN with an improved effective
senstivity (due to the larger on-source time fraction). The improvement is roughly a factor
of three for both the detection and discrimination rates. Although the wider-FoV instrument
is better, if engineering requirements make that large an instrument impossible, a factor of
three lower rate of SN science would not nullify the utility of such an instrument.
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Table 3: Rates at which pairs of SN Ia models would be distinguished.a

ACT60 ACT120

HED8 DD202C DD203C HED8 DD202C DD203C
W7 1.8(2.2) 0.05(3.2) 0.2(0.5) W7 5.2(6.4) 0.1(9.1) 0.5(1.4)
HED8 — 1.7(3.0) 2.7(3.3) HED8 — 4.8(8.7) 7.7(9.4)
DD202C — — 0.4(4.5) DD202C — — 1.2(13)

W7DT vs HECD 0.2(0.3) W7DT vs HECD 0.5(0.9)

PDD54 vs HED6 0.2(1.4) PDD54 vs HED6 0.5(3.9)

a Rates are in units of [SNe/yr]. Discrimination is at the 5σ level.
Numbers in parentheses require the distance to the SN to be known.

6 Discussion

We emphasize two findings from these studies. First, for SN Ia science, good energy resolution
improves the ability to discriminate among models, but only down to about 1% (E/∆E =
100). Sensitivity to lines of 1% width is paramount. Second, a wide FoV is essential for
monitoring the desired large number of targets over six months each. A FoV of 120 degrees
increases the detection rate by a factor of roughly nine compared to 60 degrees.

In addition, we find that reaching the target sensitivity 3 x 10−7 phot cm−2 s−1 (106 sec,
3σ) for 3% broadened lines is desirable and leads to the detection of 50-150 SNe Ia per year,
with the opportunity to perform detailed studies for 1-9 SNe Ia per year, independent of
knowing their distances.

We have not treated a number of topics, including merger models and comparisons be-
tween the continuum emission below 500 keV. In both cases, we feel that it would have added
more confusion to the discussion by introducing these topics, than it would have revealed
additional interesting science inquiries. Since this is an internal document intended to assist
and influence our efforts, feedback would be welcome. Indeed, there are many additional
comparisons that could be performed upon request. Please contact us with requests, allowing
enough time for us to circulate the findings before they are needed.
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